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Think Global 
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chairman of Elsevier Science 
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doubt, prove to 
Additionally, we can and have to use our 

infrastructure to exchange "best practices" and to learn 
from each other's successes. The reorganization will 

)pportunities take care of the structure in which this transition can 

, as The Lancet take place, but at the basis all of this will be your 

Springhouse, efforts. In order to become a truly global organisation, 

lstrated in sev- all of us will need to collaborate and to be able tosee 

~perating com- across our own national boundaries. This should not 

I combining the only be reflected in our company structure but - much 

. .-..-,; publishing more importan~v- in our way of thinking. 
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to create ample new 
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New Springhouse 
Newsletters 

Although the formats of the 
newsletter and the Nursing97 section 
will be different, they will share one 
important aspect: a focus on the 
direct caregiver. "We're reaching the 

lnsights for Nurses 
As more nurses leave institutional 
settings and enter the home health 
care market, they need hands-on, 
practical information that they can 
apply to their roles. Although initial 
plans for this market involved a nurs- 
ing journal, Springhouse concluded 
that a newsletter format was a bet- 
ter approach. The result: 
HomeHealth lnsights, a 12-page, 
two-color newsletter written by nurs- 
es in the field. The bimonthly publi- 
cation made its debut with a 
September/October '96 issue. 

Each issue features regular 
debartments that cover legal, clinical, 
and management issues as well as 
articles on the most timely subjects 
in home health care. The premier 
issue included art~cles on assessing 
chronic wounds, caring for stroke 
patients, and managing paperwork. 

Besides offering this newsletter, 
Springhouse will introduce a home 
health demographic section in the 
February issue of Nursing97. The sec- 
tion will be published bimonthly and 
will offer Nursing97 readers the same 
hands-on approach to a subject of 
interest for more and more nurses. 

HomeHealth lnsights will not 
only cover some general topics such 
as wound care, documentation, and 
patient education, but also more 
detailed feature stories. Managing 
editor Larisa Hubbs will be responsi- 
ble for both HomeHealth lnsights 
and the home health section of 
Nursing. 

Cause to Celebrate 

person who is most important to the 
home health patient," explains Pat 
Nornhold, publisher of HomeHealth 
lnsights and executive directorlclinical 
director of Nursing. "This has always 
been our niche at Springhouse. The 
newsletter is an important step in 
our efforts to learn more about the 
home health care market, define its 
needs, and become a mare familiar 
name in this care setting," Pat adds. 
"We expect to develop more prod- 
ucts specific to the needs of home 
health practitioners in the future." 

Multiple Sclerosis 
Newsletter 
Another newsletter takes a different 
twist. For the first time, Springhouse 
is targeting the consumer with a 
magazine product. Real Living with 
Multiple Sclerosis, a newsletter pur- 
chased from The Cobb Group, is 
now a monthly Springhouse publica- 
tion. "The newsletter combines prac- 
tical information, medical news, and 
personal experience," explains man- 
aging editor Susan Doan-Johnson. 
"Its content appeals to people with 
Multiple Sclerosis and their 
caregivers." Springhouse published 
the first issue of the 16-page, two- 
color newsletter last October. Beth 
Scholz will be the publisher. W 

L ast year the Springhouse 
Corporation received several 

exciting awards. Nursing96 garnered 
Folio magazine's Seventh Annual 
Editorial Excellence Award for the 
nursing category as well as two 
awards from the American Society of 
Business Editors (ASBE). The Folio 
award, presented last October, rec- 
ognized Nursing96 for content quali- 
ty, overail design, and production. 
The ASBE awards included Best 
Feature Article for "Simply 
Supporting Sarah," a compelling 
account of the special challenges 
nurses faced in caring for a terminal- 
ly ill Amish woman, and an honor- 
able mention for an illustrated guide 
to anergy testing. 

Physician Assistant won a 1996 
National Health lnformation Merit 
Award in the patient education cate- 
gory for the March 1995 Patient 
Guide: Hepatitis B. The award was 
presented by the Health lnformation 
Resource Center, a national private- 
sector clearinghouse for consumer 
health information programs and 

materials. Other winners in this cat- 
egory included McCall's, Good 
Housekeeping, and the Arthritis 
Foundation. 

The Health lnformation 
Resource Center also recognized 
Everything You Need to Know 
About Drugs from Springhouse's 
Book Division, which won a Bronze 
Award in the category of Consumer 
Decision-Making lnformation 
(Books). 

J 

ERRATA 
ES World apologizes for the 
name sequence mix-ups in two 
photos in the Nowmber '96 
issue. In both FDC (page 4) and 
Medical Update (page 5) pho- 
tographs, the names should be 
read right to left instead of left 
to right. 



I The Goose Laid an Odd Egg 

bulletin board 

ccording to the ESNL AA arketing Communications 
Department (MCD), one of the best 

1 ways to advertise a Web site and its 
t, address is to use a gadget. 

I Brochures can be easily thrown away 
or dissolve into a "To Read" file for a 1 couple of years, and the Web site 
address becomes lost, forgotten to 
the user. The gadget, especially if it 
is tailor-made for a product, catches 
the eye, makes potential users stop 
and admire the innovation, and if 

, the creators are lucky, could even 
fulfil1 a small need. Once this hap- 
pens, the particular Web site has a 
better chance of being remembered. 

A gadget was the first thought 
that crossed the mind of Marijcke 
Haccou from the MCD when she 
began working on the marketing 
plan for the ESNL journal Speech 
Communication's (SPECOM) new 
audio files. And it wasn't long 
before the idea of "headphones" 
was buzzing in her ear; a natural 
solution for the promotion @f audio 
files for a journal in the Speech and 
Language Processing field, and a 
d i m  linking of what the product is 
to what it does. 

Speech is said to be the way of 
I the future of the user-interface with . 

computers, and though we aren't I yet talking to our computers like the 
Star Trek'crew, the journal Speech 
Communication already has a head 
start on this phenomenon with the 
audio files available on their lnternet 
homepage. Number one in its field 

European Association for 
Signal Processing and the 
European Speech 
Communication 

Association societies, SPECOM offers 
its subscribers audio files as "illustra- 
tions" to specific papers in its jour- 
nal. Also, some articles appear full- 
text online,.as well as Tables of 
Contents of forthcoming issues, 

1 abstracts of published papers, author 
and subject indexes. 

At the beginning of 1996 
SPECOM editors began asking 

authors, when 
appropriate, to sub- 
mit audio files they 
used for their 
research. The audio 
files are the original 
recording of spoken 
phrases (or speech d 
signals as they are SMCOM interim publishing editor 
called) plus all sorts Yvonne Campfens demonstrating 
of modifications the new audio files to conference 
such as noise participants et the International 
added or subtract- I Confemnce on Speech end 
ed, echos, etc. Language processing in 
Speech and Philadelphia last October 
Language 
Processing research 
is partly about pro- were impressed and enthusiastic, 
cessing these 

I 
and some didn't know that there 

speech signals to were audio files with the journal. We 
enhance their quali- were the only one at the conference 
ty, and in these with audio files and an innovative 
areas it is helpful to gadget to promote it." 
the reader to be A gadget should ideally be a 
able to hear what a combination of what the product is 
researcher is 1 and what it does. The SPECOM 
discussing and ana- headphones are a pure demonrtra- 
lyzing in the paper tion of this principle. It was a mar- 
journal. keting gadget tailor-made for the 

Usually, audio product and a part of a larger mar- 
files come in sets in keting plan. In the post-confer- 
which one phrase is marketing fo lh "up ,  all 1 1 a0 partit- 
repeated in several ipants will receive an SPECOM 
modified versions. lnterrret address reminder and be 
The time length is anywhere would write their scientific papers urged to have their libraries 
between from a few seconds to 30 and describe what they had done, subscribe. For 1997 there is still a 
seconds. In the first audio file the describe their d a i b e  the reserve supply of headphones for 
now-famous phrase, "The Goose with technolq~ the next conferences as promotion 
Laid an Odd Egg," was used by they also can make the audio files of the Speech communication audio 
Raymond Veldhuis and Haiyan He available; on the One to add files continues. 
(Issue 18n) to demonstrate an value to the print, and on the other Apparently, visits to the Speech 
improved method for pitch and to promate the reading of the Communication Web site have 
duration modification. papers and allow the interested increased steadily since the audio 

Thus, hen scientists go to the readers to become more familiar files were published and even more 
SPECOM homepage and plug in with the data." so since the October conference. For 
their headphones, they are able to The Speech Communication more information about Speech 
hear the data that is analyzed in the headphones were first introduced in Communication, please contact 
particular "audio-available" article in October 1996 at the International senior publishing editor, Paul Evans 
front of them. If they want to do Conference On Speech and at +31 20 485-2506 or visit the 
their own research, they can down- Language Processing in Philadelphia* SPECOM Web site address at: 
load the data for their own tests and Once the conference http:/~.elsevier.nl/iocat&specom 
experiments. " ~ t  is a logical next step Participants found Out about the 1 
to make this research material avail- SPECOM they went like 

able," comments Yvonne Campfens, hotcakes. According to Yvonne 

"because up to now researchers Campfens, the interim SPECOM pub- 
lishing editor at the time, "people 

ESW k m y a O I  1 5 



6uZletin board 

The Lancet goes Live 
Participants ge 

.,c...r..u..-., "..l 

e participants were 

5 problem to figure 

~ r k  with people from different 

"we all looked at the problem 

non solution." Sound familiar? Many 

f they weren't selected for a 

earned a lot about scientific 

ience. 

)n hand to make presentations, 

., .a share their experience at Elsevier. Ir; 

wed with the participants and their 

business situations. 

hoing through the marbled hall at th 

~articipants mingled informally with 
-l*-& = rqndlelight dinner. What royal 

ast summer The Lancet set up L its own Web site on the 
Internet responding to the growing 
electronic agility and interest in the 
medical community. The new slo- 
gan, "Global Provider of Medical 
Intelligence," encompasses its 
expansion into electronic services 
and fits apprapriately with the Vadi- 
tion of this well-known and influen- 
tial medical journal. 

The Lancer's goal in this endew- 
or has been "pure awareness," 
explains senior editor John 
McConnell, the lnternet organizer 
for The Lancet, "and to use the 
lnternet environment as a marketing 

meetings at ESL to learn more 
about the possibilities within Elsevier 
Science. The Lancet didn't have the 
necessafy resourns in-house to do 
the programming that goes behind 
the actual construction of the Web 
site itself. 

Further development of 7he 
Lancer's Web site was made possi- 
ble due to a chance meeting at the 
ESL lnternet gatherings between 
publishing services manager Daniel 
Smith, responsible for the purely 
electronic journal, Technical Tips, at 
Elsevier Trends Division in 
Cambridge, and John McConnell. 
Both John and Daniel realized they 

tool." With this online had similar electronic requiremen&, 
development, they weren't expect- and when David Bousfield, Trends 
ing to sell subscriptions, although it 
has already generated a few. New 
subscribers can download an order 
form and fax it in. Ordering 
subscriptions dimly from the 
Internet is on The Lancet's online 
agenda for the future. 

It all started when The Lancet 
became computerized in the early 
90s. John McConnell organized a 
program to track the progress of 
The Lancet's manuscripts through 
the peer-review system, and it blos- 

Business Course participants and some ES staff members qather on the somed from there. He began 

front hall steps at the Royal 7topical I attending the lnternet Awareness 

6 ESW-W 

journals publisher, and Richard 
Horton, editor of The Lancet, heard 
of the similar needs of both 
journals, they organized the 
resources for this mutual develop- 
ment. However, the actual coopera- 
tion was at ESL where the program- 
ming work was done. 

The Information Systems 
Electronic Product Department 
(ISEPD) in Oxford first began helping 
The Lancet and built their site. 
Then, they applied what they had 
learned with The Lancet site to help 
develop T~hnical Tips. What they 



bulletin board 

working on Technical Tips 
, brought back to help 
"It was a sort of cross 
between the 

pment of both electronic jour- 
wk." okives John."What we 
wanted to do was transfer what was 
ifi th piper journal onto the Web 
Sib. and that was our starting 
paint." Presently, about one tenth of 
tM~@netl is put on the Web site. It 
~ w d e s  the Contents which link to 
mmaries of some of the articles, 
@ ~ W W V B  section and the Editorial in 
hill text, and a batance of other sec- 
tbns such as Talking Points, Letters, 

' and Commentaries about articles in 
h.Canret or in other journals. 

The weekly Web site process for 
?'he Lancet begins with the selection 
d wanted. They are, then, 
allied up h QuarkXpress by Beverley 
W ids  or Charlotte Miller in the 
Jovr'nal's Production Department, 
gassetif through a program called 
%)rand Press, and that turns the 
p g a  into Hypertext Mark-up 

the format language used 
World Wide Web. Once the 
are all together, they are sent 

to Oxford and automatically put in 
sH tight place. Occasianally, a 
h~MIt%afi hand is needed when thn 
gm problems. 

F d r e  plans for The Lancets 
W sit@ include delivering the full 
jwmal to subscribers. Non- 
wb3saiber-s to the site will be able to 
&W only part of the journal for 
h, hawever if sombne just wants 
me complete article, they will be 
able to pay for it on the spot and 
receive it immediately on their 
screen, Other plans include 
Discussion Groups with a weekly Hot 
Tepic, and enhancements such as 
clicking on illustrations or figures 
which could be downloaded to get a 
higher resolution picture when nec- 
essary. 

To view The W e t  online, go to 
m.theIanceet corn or for more 
information call John McConnell at 
+M 171 436 4981.8 

1 SPD's Operatians Databank 

T he Secondary Publishing base as EMBASE. "This plan was part the five databases within OPSBANK. 
Division (SPD) has created a pro- of the SPD rationalization process For example, an environmental data- 

duetion system using a relational which started in the early 90s when base based on material from CABS, 
database which is capable of main- we had foreseen that we couldn't Geobase, and EMBASE is being 
taining many databases in one envi- focus on EMBASE alone," explains planned. Another area being devel- 
ronment -the OPerationS dataBANK SPD operations general manager oped involves aquatic technology 
or OPSBANK, for short. This new sys- Anne van der Rest. "At that time we and includes information from both 
tem was implemented in the summer were rebuilding our EMBASE produc- Geobase and FLUIDEX. "Both are 
of 1996. OPSBANK provides SPD tion database and our software. databases that we expect to be prof- 
with the means to combine data to There was a need to integrate and itable in their own right," states 
create new "hybrid" products in capitalize on that development." Tempel, "but they are also of interest 
response to market needs, and also Plans were made for the new to our primary colleagues who devel- 
allows production processes to be system to go online by 30 June op products in these same fields, and 
more flexible and effiiient. Currently, 1996. The CABS operation in who are very pleased to see addition- 
five SPB databases (EMBASE, Current Leicester, UK was shut down, and al secondary databases being devel- 
Awareness in Biological Sciences CABS produdon and marketing oped in-house." 
(CABS). Geobase, FLUIDEX, and were incorporated into the SPD new Within the Elsevier organization, 
World Textiles) are produced from production system. "It was a very SPD now offers the possibility of link- 
OPSBANK. complicated process as far as the ing portions of its unified database 

Why is OPSBANK necessary? organization and production," stress- with other developments like Science 
After the formation of SPD in 1993, es van der Rest, "however, now most Direct (SD). A subset of EMBASE and 
a study was undertaken by SPD man- of the teething problems of this inte- CABS is presently being put into SD, 
agement which revealed overlaps in gration have been worked out." A and the idea of entering a subset of 
content and processes for the pro- major improvement to the CABS Geobase into SD is also being 
duction of the SPD daubases. The product made possible by OPS5ANK discussed. 
dwelopment of OPSBANK was iden- will be the availability of abstracts in SPD's product management and 
tified as a means to reduce produc- electronic versions of thL product. product development staff, based in 
tion c m  and to create an environ- Geobase and the "W step-chll- New York and Amsterdam, are 
merit where synergy among the SPD dren", FLUIDEX and World T i l e5  charged with capitalizing on the 
databases was possible. (see ESW March '96 issue, page 12) opportunities and capabilities offered 

Another factor is that clients pradueed. at EtsevierO 6eo Abstracts by OPSBANK. Brian Sweet, SPD's 
want more cu&omiagd products. sPD Ltd. in W&, UK are also now cre associate director of Product . 
director Wubbo Tempel explains, aed using OPSBANK. Updates to Management based in New York, 
" f i e  current trend is tha our main the% databwes were formerly creat- explains, "We welcome the 
 EM&^,& Qqet gmp, pharmmuti- ed from typeset files which also were challenge of identifying and develop- 
cal camparties want morr? wtd more used to create the printed versions of ing new hybrid products based on 
custotnited informia.ticm delivered to these products. In the OPSBANK OPSBANK and expect also to provide 
them by elmonic means. The OPS- environment, production of updates the market with better and more 
gUK strudure m & .  it easier for for the electronic versions of these consistent versions of our existing 
SPD to manipulate data to produce databases is no longer dependent on database products." 
the products the way a client wishes, the production of printed issws. This The development of OPSBANK 
OPSBANK potentially allows us to means that SPD can provide more within the SPD has put ES secondary 
serve other industrial markets with current data to the users of the eEec- publishing in a good position to 
customized products as well. " tronic versions of these databases. serve its clients better and ensure 



Nevertheless. IT Architecture 
is a real thing. At ES we give it a 
specific meaning. IT Architecture 
is the confexl in which application 
systems are designed, 
programmed, implemented, and 
run in their coherer~ce. To use the 
analogy: IT Architecture is the 

The dictionary defines architec- way to propose and construct the 
ture as "the overall design of a building and to interface the ele- 
building." So by analogy IT ments. I . , ,  
Architecture is the overall design 4. of the hardware and software of .A ,&$&h?$ 
information systems. In building, 8b '. 
architecture is not the building "q 
itself, nor is i t  the engineering ;p 
blueprint. It is the overall context, _ 
layout, and design rules. And in 
IT, architecture is a set of princi- 
ples and rules rather than some- In p r i n c ~ ~ ~ r  all levels in the busi- 

thing I can pick up and show yoLI, ness and in IT are involved in IT 

It is indeed a bi t  of a Architecture, although not always 

buzzword. Most people like the cOnsciousI~. * y 

idea of being an architect a lot It starts at the top. The , 

more than being a builder, and so General Management Team 

in IT, experts use this word for (GMT) defines the "values", rather 

almost anything beyond program- like a client telling the architect 

ming and operating, They tend to what sort of building he wants in 

put the word .,Architect.p on their non-technical language. For 

business card if they want to con- instance. i f  the GMT wants ES to 

vey that they are conducting intel- be a tech""log~ leader, IT depart- 

lectually challenging conceptual ments will stimulated 
investigate and select the latest 
(but sometimes risky!) IT tools 
and development methodologies, 

because they assume that is what 
is expected from them. If on the 
other hand the GMT decides that 
ES is to focus on cost cutting only, 
all proposals from IT departments 
are likely to address in their first 
paragraph how the proposal will 
result in cost savings. The 
Business Units may or may not be 
set up as profit G loss units, 
thereby influencing the way IT 
service offerings are charged and 
justified in comparison to external 
offerings. 

It is the "client" who decides 
what sort of architecture he wants. 

It is the task of the IT depart- 
ments to translate such non-tech- 
nical values in specific rules, stan- 
dards, and shopping lists. 
Through IT Architecture, $e 
processes of acquiring, building, 
modifying, or interfacing * 
Application Systems and IT 
Resources are controlled through- 
out the organisation to match 
these overall concepts. So IT 
Architecture will provue rules for 
equipment, software, communica- 
tions, development methodolo- 
gies and modeling tools as well as 
skills for managing the delivery of 
IT products and services. 



We have distinguished four ele- 
ments in IT Architecture: 

Application Architecture is the set 
of rules for new application sys- 
tems. For instance, we have a pol- 
icy of buying "off the shelf," 
unless that is absolutely impossi- 
ble. Exceptions must be argued. 
Application Architecture also 
includes consideration of the 
scope and the interrelations of 
applications systems. That allows 
the business to identify potential- 
ly available or missing information 
sources for their information 
needs and allows IT departments 
to design and build adequate 
interfaces. 

Data Architecture must defyle 
rules for the use of data. For 
instance, we aim at a situation 
where a specific set of data is 
entered only once, in one applica- 
tion system. Anyone needing it 
again can get it from that system 
and re-use it. That will prevent 
duplication of effort and improve 
consistency. Such a rule looks triv- 
ial, but it isn't, because the rule 
implies data quality requirements 
that go beyond the requirements 
of the first system. Particular data 
standards are a consequence of 
the rule. Data Architecture must 
also define and implement gener- 
ic data migration facilities. 

Services Architecture descibes 
the general requirements for 
availabilw, helpdesk support, 
charging mechanisms, transparen- 
cy of services and security. Sentice 
Level Agreements between the users 
and the IT departments deal with 
those issues. 

Technical Architecture rules the 
way we select our platforms and 
ven~lors. We focus very euch on 
vendors with a sound financial 
basis, a large market share, an* 
de facto standards. That choice 

t at agreements on data ownership: 
'who i js  allowed to make which 
data available to other 
application systems. Following a 
consistent tT ~rrhitehre we can 
design mix-and-match 
components. Rules? Yes, not to 
pnvent, but to enable. - 

That might, indeed, be a danger, 
but actually all those rules are 
support-drivef To use the build- > 
ing metapfTor: You cannot build a 
bathroom in isolation. You need Not yet, however the General 
awements on the water pipes Management Team plans to 
and the sewers, their size, shape, aplypve the creation of a small 
and entry or exit points. One of group department, called "IT 
the rules is that there may be Strategy, Planning & Architecture," 
exceptions to the rules, but they which will carry out all four func-• 
must be discussed. tions described above. They will 

In modem business, IT is provide the desired context, 
everywhere. There are almost no define coherence requiremew, 
white spots left, hence systems a M  support t h  development 
must be integrated and related to processes both in relation to the 
each other. Some people think 'business and the other IT depart- 
you, indeed, can do that by ments. Also, they will report on 
bureaucracy, by buying one giant adherence to architectural agree- 
all embracing system: a big d a t a  ments. 

.base with programs around it that 0 
-create and use the data, guaran- 

teeing absolute consistency, inte- * dB "m47 . . 
. L 

gration, and timeliness. I call that 
the "Soviet Union approach." Such *.ik 

a system will never be buiR Even 
a model of it will never be 
finalised: too complex, too many 
different opinions on what it 
should do. And even if we had it. 
built, it would break down when 
we acquire a new company whose - 
activities are not included in the 
design. Every application system 
has its own life cycle. We must be 
able to implement fast, to replace 
application systems, to add n;l) * i 
and "off the shelf" systems, 
migrate to new operatim systew 
and still maintain consistency. 
achieve that, you need w e e -  Tp 
ments with the Busipess 
Units and IT departments 
on where a business- 
function is m 
implemented, 
which data f l ~ w  
from where to 
\yhere and in 
what kequenc 
You need 

ment, the IT user community and 
other IT departqnts. It must be a 
service provider and enabler, not 
an ivory tower. 

1 1  .-.. . . - . - . - I - .  

h.. 

The department will be new, but 
its activities are not. Many of the 
activities have been addressed in 
the past in e e  IT and Data 
~ a t a ~ e m ~ n t  Departments. For 
instance, we improved data quali- 
ty in SIS, developed quality stan- 
+rds and a development 
methodology. We conducted 
audits, but in 1996 the review of 
the IT organisation indicated a 
b e d  to do so in a more compre- 
hensive and visible way. The cre- 
ation of this department is a step 
in addressing that .need,-.Q . *. 

, .$ 
. - v -  



economics and wor 
tising agency, Gene 
sales representative 

owner. The advantage of a smaller business for 
Gene was that hc learned about each aspect of 
the busines- "'* yas o hr-l-  -- educatran W l&L 

R i 



of these factors have help 

ene turned 60 last year and explai~ 
that new stage in 1ife:"Peopl~ 

j you get older you supposedly ha 
nergy. A lot of people don't believc 

, ,ue with me," he says wit6 a -mile. 
extremely difficult to do no1 g. I i 

irectories, i s  not an easy task. "I really 
nave to force myself to escape from every-, - 
thingfi says Gene. "I like to go to our beach 

;..,'c ,?,,.; , :  i 
2 - 'r <, 
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podium 

with a phone and told me to get on with it. I 
rung around. No one had a job for a someone 
who'd just passed their exams, but one library 
said they had a very senior post that was 

about h ~ v  amvdn5 l ibvaq vacant, that there hadn't been much interest in 
it, and why didn't I come along for a chat. And 
that was how, to cut a long story short, 1 was 

a d ~ c n h v c 5 .  %G l a v a  &G appointed to a senior position in the public 
library service. I'd been a moderately good refer- 
ence Librarian in a small industrial library. This 

indv<t/ial l ibnvy and ~ a k c r  new job, however, was management about 
which I knew nothing. There was a staff of thirty, 
all of whom, in their own way, were smarter 

a MOVG inf0 *G  pvblic- than me But I was young, and anyway I needed 
the money. Like a lamb to the slaughter I set off 
to conquer the public library world. 

libvavq q u n c  and d t ~ w i b a  
A Little Flutter 

to v< #,G yaviovq <hG l was totally unprepared for the friction that 
sometimes existed between the members of 
staff in this public library system. It could partly 
be explained by the variety of backgrounds of 

to cvGatc. the staff there plus the different reasons that 

b ~ h n  hov fellow 

Moving On 
I had been in the industrial library for a number 
of years and it was time to move on. Having 
passed the required library exams which, in 
those years, one could study for on a part-time 
basis ( I  had not, it must be stated, attained the 
glittering prizes), I was ready to find a position 
that would recognize my achievements. Little 
did I realise how fate was going to catapult me 
to (almost) the pinnacle of my profession. 

The local employment bureau seemed to be 
a good place to start looking for a new job but 
they proved pretty unhelpful. They said they 
didn't usually deal in library jobs, but they 
offered me a list of public libraries in the area 
and their phone numbers, put me in a room 

people had for working there. For a start you 
had-a group that one could call "career librari- 
ans," those who had taken, or were taking, 
library exams. The branch librarians had mostly 
worked in their own branches for many years 
and were vastly experienced and often very ter- 
ritorial. Then we had part-timers who usually 
lived close to the library and felt a sense of 
superiority because they knew a lot about the 
district and knew a lot of people who came in. 
There were also a few younger members of staff 
who were there because they had to do some- 
thing to make a bit of money but they would 
have been lust as happy working in the local 
cake shop l must also mention that libraries 
sometimes attract unusual characters whom 
one couldn't easily imagine fitting into any 
social situation. 

There must be some way, I thought, of get- 
ting these disparate strands to pull together. I 
racked my brain to think of a subject that they 
could all talk about. A project that they could 
all be involved in. 

It was Spring. In England there is one horse 
race that even the most straight-laced non-gam- 
blers can be encouraged to have a "flutter" (a 
9 bet) on and that is the Grand National. I 
suggested that everyone in the library system 

should put a smallish amount of money into a 
central pool and that we should all collectively 
choose a couple of horses to put a bet on. This 
way if  we did win we would have a reasonable 
amount to share out. 

The suggestion was greeted with unexpect- 
ed enthusiasm. Pretty soon money for the bets 
was rolling in. Two horses were chosen and a 
lad who seemed to have some experience of 
betting shops was sent off to the local 
"Ladbrokes" with all haste. And it did have the 
desired effect. People who rarely exchanged a 
word were actually talking to one another. I 
mentally patted myself on the back. 

Great excitement, we won! Not a lot but it 
was nice to share out the money and on the 
Monday there was a lot of discussion about 
what everyone was going to buy wlth their win- 
nings. But as we are taught "The love of money 
is the root of all evil" and the gambling bug and 
our instant success had stirred desires in those 
who had previously been of a puritanical dispo- 
sition. Most people were eager to have another 
go. It all seemed harmless enough. 

Within a matter of days gambling fever had 
spread like wildfire. Instead of the usual conver- 
sations about library matters there were now 
discussions about the "going" at Chepstow and 
which favourite iockeys were riding where. Our 
readers stood no chance of looking at the news- 
papers because as soon as they arrived they 
disappeared into the staff room where people 
crowded around studying the racing pages. And 
the awful thing was we mostly won. Not a lot 
but enough to fan the flames of enthusiasm. l 
had created a monster, albeit with the best of 
intentions. I hoped the whole thing would run 
out of steam but when it showed no sign of 



ating there was only one thing to be done, 1 
t an end to it. Banned commurfal betting. 

My popularity was in free fall. And what was 
e result of the whole episode. The staff had, it 

tsrust be admitted, "bonded." Firstly they had 
n brought together by their common love of 

es" and secondly, where they were all 
lete agreement, was that they all shared 

a hearty dislike of me. 

The Chrls6nas M n g  
You might wonder, after all the trouble with the 

I I horse racing episode, why I would ever want to 
lbitiate anything involving all the staff again, 
but the Christmas season is a pretty powerful 
t h e  for get-togethers in England, and it's a dis- 

g trial place of employment that doesn't try to 

I 
srganize a bit of fun for its workers. So I took 
L e  plunge and asked what everyone would like 
to do. The general consensus was a Christmas 
Dinner followed by a few drinks and a bit of a 
laugh in the pub. 

They collected money from everyone and 

I everything went smoothly. 
The day chosen for our outing was the 

I Thursday before Christmas. On that evening we 
all gathered in the headquarters library and set 
off to the appointed restaurant. ' I f  it proved to be a good choice Good food, 

. pleasant company and after the meal a few 
! drinks in the downstairs bar. But in those days 

English pubs closed notoriously early and it felt 
as if things had only just got going when the 

1 b@qnan was calling "Time." 
Now for some reason I've never had the 

good sense to quit while I was ahead and so it 
was on this occasion. 1 was eager to drag out 
the proceedings. "The night's still young. Let's 
go into town," 1 heard myself say. Most people 
agreed so off we went on a bus to the nearest 
town, not exactly a metropolis but at least there 
they didn't put the street lights out at eleven 
0' clock. 

Of course, the pubs were all shut but 1 knew 
there were a few of what were optimistically 
called "night clubs." We wandered around and 
eventually chanced on a red neon sign that 
announced 'WHISKEY GALORE - Members 
only." For a few shillings you could become an 
instant lifelong member so that presented no 

( problems. We were soon all paid up and ready ' to hit the high spots. 

l We walked down a long ill-lit corridor 
towards an entrance that was guarded by two 

l,' rather moth-eaten looking red velvet curtains. 
: On the right of the wall as we walked along we 
1, saw a printed sign, "TOPLESS WAITRESSES - 
I We Request You to Treat our Staff with the ' Courtesy They Deserve." Over the top of the vel- 

vet-flanked entrance was a larger, handwritten. 
more explicit sign saying "DEFINITELY NO 
GROPING." 
I begun to feel a premonition of doom. It hadn't 
been my plan to bring a bunch of librarians into 
a topless bar, indeed I didn't particularly want 
to be in one myself. In the 60s these topless 
bars were iust catching on in England, but cer- 
tainly up north they lacked something of the 
Las Vegas glamour. In places like Oldham, being 
a topless barmaid wasn't regarded as 
glamourous, but iust a waitress job like any 
other, only you had to take your jumper off. So 
these jobs tended to draw on the local stock of 
women. It wasn't so much that they were partic- 
ularly ugly or disgusting, it was just that they 
were ...... well, so ordinary. 

So it was with the girls in the "Whiskey 
Galore." They were the sort of women who you 
might see outside any school gate at four o' 
clock, picking up their children. The sort of 
women who'd be sitting next to you on the bus. 
All different heights. shapes and sizes, and a 
few of them the wrong side of forty. They didn't 
slink past the tables coyly tantalizing and teas- 
ing, they just carried their trays in as if they 
were putting their husband's tea on the table, 
and in spite of the Fact that they were naked 
from the waist upwards, they seemed quite 
unaware of it. 

We found a table and ordered some drinks. 
A man on the next table shouted over to one of 
the waitresses. "Your loe going to the match on 
Saturday?" *'You bet," she replied. "He wouldn't 
miss the match even if it was his own funeral." 
"Any chance of some grub?" the man continued. 
She moved over to where he was sitting. With 
her left arm she hitched up her left, somewhat 
pendulous, ample bosom. With her right hand 
she reached under it to get a pad and pencil, 
which was tucked down the left side of her skirt. 
She licked her finger and turned the pad to an 
empty page. "Do you want the steak pudding 
and peas or will it be sausage and mash?" 
"Steak puddin' luv and a pint of best bitter. 
What time do the performers come on?" 'Ten 
minutes or so but the fire-eaters cried off with a 
cold". She disappeared into the kitchen. 

At the mention of "performers" my blood 
ran cold. There has always been a great tradi- 
tion of artistic talent in the north of England. A 
lot of singers, comedians, you name it, who 
have gone on to become world stars, have start- 
ed their careers in the clubs of the north. Then 
again, there are those comedians whose 
humour is so obscene, so offensive, that only 
the clubs of the north of England will allow 
them in! Why, oh why, hadn't I let the evening 
end when we came out of the pub? 

I looked round at our group. We might have 
had "Librarian" stamped on our foreheads. 
Everyone sipped their pints and tried to look as 
if they never drunk anything else. Some of the 
more timid women stared mesmerised at the 
scene. It was as if they were looking at a snake 
and if they blinked it would strike. 

"Best of order please," the master of cere- 
monies called out from a small raised platform 
that sewed as a stage. "Put your hands together 
and give a real Lancashire welcome for that 
song bird from Hull, Mary Adams." The show 
had begun. 

tt could have been a lot worse. The comedi- 
an was only moderately vulgar. The juggter 
dropped a few things, but then, juggling's pretty 
tricky. The evening ended with a good old rous- 
ing sing-song. By now our group were finding 
their feet. Some of the boys had gone to drink 
at the bar and chat up some of the better-look- 
ing barmaids. The last song was that good old 
song from the 60s that seemed to surface on all 
such occasions. "Lily the Pink." It goes thus. 

"Ohhhh we .... drink a drink a drink 
To Lily the Pink a Pink a Pink 
The saviour of, the human ra-a-a-ace 
Who invented medicinal compound 
So efficacious ... in every case" 

Pure poetry. I think you will agree. 
So that was that. I had done it again. 

Architect of another disaster. HOW could I ever 
face everyone. But life is sometimes very sur- 
prising. The next day I arrived at work to hear g 
an animated buzz of conversation in the staff 
room. They had all loved the evening, thought 
it great fun. The night club had been the cherry 
on the cake. Even more surprising, one of the 
most prim of our part-time evening staff 
approached me. "That song 'Lily the Pink'," she 
said, "What a laugh. I'm buying mother the 
record for Christmas." I 

Valerie Alnscough, ESNL 



pv6tn f Iy  i n ~ o l ~ d  i 

W+ in which h t  

9 i& and c o o v d i n d i  fit 
of the year, the driver 

GJ~GYI'I~~ UlpqCdif a h J r f i 6  explained, and advised 
me not to worry, but 
instead that I should 

of 6 /<~d~v/Am<+f~vdam in enjoy my stay in this 
beautiful country 

'L- Mr. lan Palmen, 
ampan ig  l ib Mami l lan S P I ~  chief operating 

officer, showed me 
around the city. We vis- 

India, Thom~on PYCXS ited several sites in 
Manila (including the 
renovated old Spanish 

(India), IuC (Iv~land), part of Mania, c a d  ktw ~ e r k ~ e n s  and his Philippine copyedit students from Sutec 
Intramuros), but what I P I , I I / P ~ I ~ ~  /m, 
enjoyed most was our 

and L~UVO (Holland). nt dinner in a restaurant with an intriguing name 
"The Singing Cooks and Waiters." We ate dinner 
in the Philippine part of the restaurant (there 

<to? ~ C ~ O W  OY~@.~CX f v o ~  was a special area for guests from the US and 
Europe also), and I was struck by the kindness 
and hospitality of the people there. Suddenly, 

hi< 5 a ~ t ~ c , ,  a the name of the restaurant became apparent: 
all personnel in the restaurant were doing their 
work singing and dancing! After I finished my 

company in Philipping -r,-*,: a Philippine fish specialty, the 
cooks, for instance, left the kitchen, and started 

"bugs" had caused the network crash. 
I told the trainees what I had discovered 

and explain that the network had been infected 
by the brown ants, our very own computer bugs. 
This, of course, became the joke of the year! 
Despite the computer problems, the students 
successfully completed the copyedit training, 
and I returned home with a lot of pleasant 
experiences in my suitcase. D 
Peter Berkvens, ESNL 

his past August I visited the compa- 
ny Saztec Philippines Inc. (SPI) in 
Manila for six days. SPI has been 

working for Elsevier for many years, their main 
business being pre-editing of articles for 
Elsevier Science's scientific journals. SPI spe- 
cializes in converting and structuring authors' 
manuscripts and floppy disks to the 
(Wordperfect) Pandora format, one of the CAP 
tools used by coppditors for the production of 
structured SGML files. 

SPI wanted to expand its activities by offer- 
ing copyedit sewices, and therefore, asked 
Elsevier Science Management if it would be 
possible to send a copyedit trainer to Manila In 
)uly 1 was assigned the job and was on my way 
to Manila in August. 

The flight to Manila was a long one ( 17 
hours!) and when I arrived at the "Ninoy 
Aquino" International Airport. I was immediate- 
ly confronted with an enormous rain and thun- 
derstorm. My car more or less floated to the 
hotel, but the driver did not seem to be worried 
at all. This hamens all the time in this season 

singing a Philippine song. Our waiter also sang 
songs while serving us all kinds of local dishes. 
Luckily for me (or them) they did not invite me 
to sing a typical Dutch song ... 

The next day I started with the copyedit 
course. There were ten students in the 
classroom, and while I was teaching, I immedi- 
ately noticed that the students very actively 
responding to my questions and remarks, 
although some of them were a little bit shy. 
They appeared to be very eager to learn and this 
created a good and prosperous working atmos- 
phere. 

After our lunch break on the first day, I 
returned to the classroom, and found everybody 
in distress. The students explained that SPl's 
network had broken down. 1 decided to continue 
the course without making use of our comput- 
ers ( I  also brought overhead sheets with me). 
After some time, I glanced at the PC next to me, 
and much to my surprise saw a chain of little 
brown ants coming out of the hard drive. They 
were heading towards the direction of a sand- 
wich which somebody had left on a nearby 
table. It immediately dawned on me that these 



to Mrinalini Kamath as 

the new direct mail 
Frank Cavataio as IT 

manager, and Martha 
as manager of user services in 

In Human Resources Scott Peskoff 
has become HR executive assistant 
reporting to Linda Stone, and 
Angeb Stone is the HR assistant 

Litchkofski as assistant editor for 
Physican Assistant and None 
Practitioner, magazine copy editors 
Mike Obel. Emily Law, and Unda 
Berta as part-time administrative 
assistant in the Atlanta Ad Sales 
office. 

BSE 
KIdII- 
Starters include Marian Brett as 
executive assistant in Support 
Services and in the Finance 
Department's Central Unit Suzanne 
WilMams as chief cashier. 

L w e e  indude desk-top systems 
M m  Coder0 was promoted to HR D m  wrst in Network 
stafiing specialist. Suppart, in the Finance Department 

business development manager 
In the Marketing Department mar- in the Chemistry 
keting manager &'*pher Department senior publishing editor 
and marketing assistant LyMia Hden Dunbar McPherson, and 

have left the company Other assistant publishing editor David 
h e r s  include electronic project Sharp in Social Science. 
menager DavM Owtonnor and 
doan l.@eslancY, HR executive assis- me b q g t  
tent. Jane Cushion has joined The Lancet 

sprins- 
as senior editor. Adrea O'Donnell 
has been promoted to international 

Wekome to B& hier, formerly marketing director. 
with Excerpta Medlea, who has 
piwd Springhouse as vice president e m  -m 
sf Finance and Administration. Welcome Paul Evms, senior pub- 
Adeh Abramd* from lishing ed'ior in the Mathematics, 
the Legal off ice to the Executive Computer Science & Cognitive 
Office as administrative assistant to kjem Department. 
vice presidents Bob losler and 
Mirlirsb alro to &s of 1 January '97 Kekh Jones will 
lsladmw Muj$kkd as produd man- tm stationed in Tokyo as the Far East wr in the TMhnolOgy DeMmnc P r o m  publisher to help shape and 

as an implement the ES wide acquisition 
prPdudr as plam fat the Far East. Eghert van 

P m  Please 
Literary talent arise, 

here's your chance to win a prize. 
The only rule is to include 

"Elsevier Science" (and not be lewd). 
Send us a limerick, poem, or verse 
(than this, it surely can't be worse). 

Search your soul for the poet within, 
Think global and win! 

The ES World editors and Board will judge the contributions. The winner will receive a bottle of 
champagne and have their work published In the ESWAugust '97 Issue. Send all entries to ES 
world, M r y  Please, Rwm 1.47, Ovemden Building, Amsterdam. The entry deadline is 
l0 June 1997. 

Wezenbeek will succeed Keith as 
senior publishing editor in the 
Physio & Astronomy Department. 
Alexandra Jankovlch has become 
the assistant marketing director 
reporting to Linda Sacb. Withjn SPD 
Amanda Fulker was prornoM .to 
market administrator and Amy 
Tseng-Pm to user services coordina- 
tor. Margarert R o d g m  has become 
the secretary in the Life Sciences 
(41 2) Department. Berlinda 
Kerkhof has transferred into the ES1 
Clinical Medicine Departrnent as 
senior project manager of 
Cardiology Direct 

Leavers are SPO secretary Angelique 
Kamouh who is succeeded by 
lolanda Cramr, and acquisition 
secretary in the Life Sciences (473) 
Department Andw Harkness. 

Senior advisor in the Human 
Resources and Organisation 
Department, Linda van der Moap, 
has left the company. She is :l 
succeeded by Paul Hekking who I 

has worked in various penormeel 
positions within the Reed Elsewier j organisation. Secretary knnaka 
Lombert has taken early retirement , 
from the Company Council. She is r 
succeeded by Marg&t Ilemeagh. 

RECIONA& S&WS 
OFF ICES 

.i 
RSO/Am& 

I1 

Welcome to Dean Chretta as s a h  , I  
analyst. Muno lrdzarry as a 
customer service rep, and Marid 
Nos= and b a b n  Yowg as help 
desk support reps in the Cwstomer 
Service Department RSO Exhfbirs 
asststant Sadlq M i 0 M  has left the 
company. 

New Moves 1 
The entire Tarrytown office 
except the Metal Finishing 
Department has been integrat- 
ed into the ESI offices in 
Manhattan. Publishing and 
Marketing Departments were 
moved into the address at 655 
Avenue of the Americas and the 
Production Department to 245 
West 17th Street. 

In Amsterdam the ES World 
and ES Today offices have 
moved again, hopefully for the 
last time. Both offices are locat- 
ed on the first floor of the 
Overmolen Building; ES World 
in Room 1.47 and ES Today in 
Room 1.30. Also, both publica- 
tions have a new direct fax 
number # 31 20 485-2354. 

I 

MILESTONES I 

RSO/Europe 
Marking Information manager Ab 
PouweJs has retired from the com- 
PanY. 

25 \learn 
Mary Redman New York 

20 Years 
Karin van Matis-Jongeneelen 
Amsterdam 
Ger de Rooij Amsterdam 
Willem Vemndaal Meppel 
Lesley Wesenhagen Amsterdam 

15 Years 
Soh Grzybowski Mew York 
Dave Moreau Springhouse 
Elalne Sim Kidlington 
Keith Whiter Kidlington 

10. Yeam 
Kees Boutkan Amsterdam 
Krish Charan Amsterdam 
Wendy Clarke Springhouse 
Sandee Cappuccio Springhouse 
Sue Oenney Cambridge 
Christine Giaccone New York 
Luda Huisman-Junach Amsterdam 
Michiel v/d Klaauw Amsterdam 
Amy Mulhearn Springhouse 
Patricia Norman Kidlington 
Paul Pearson Amsterdam 
Annie Pierik.de Regt Meppel 
Ad Roodhuijzen Meppel 
Alison Sneil Exeter 
Amy Tseng Amsterdam 
Jacqueline mrner Exeter 
Melissa Warner Springhouse 

rt van Zijl Amsterdam 

RSOIJapan 
Starters include Shuji Uraguchi in 
the Exhibition Department and 
Yukie lsohata in Customer Support. 
Both emolovees will reDort to Hisao 



has been a year of hellos and goodbyes for Elsevier 
personnel), Lindi Belfield (head of SPD Production), Clive Science World. We've said goodbye to Editorial Board 

members Miriam Winkel, Norman Paskin, Karen 
Hunter, and lan Willem Dijkstra, and we've bid a fond 
farewell to Gini Werner who has been involved with 

Analytical Chemistry), lonathan Clark (senior ESW since 1986, the very first year of its publication. 
publlshlng editor. Physics and Materials Polly Hewson, who started as interim editor in 1995, is now the editor. 
Science ), and Ralph Lupton (head of Iswe The first issue opened with the statement that the magazine was 
Management for ChemistrylUIL Sciences) "intended to appeal to, and contain something of interest to, all  employ^^ 

ees the world over ..... Above all, it will be straightforward in its approach; 
easy and enjoyable to rqd ,  and occasionally even amusing " This is still 
our aim today. The then chairman Otto ter Haar, added ". the iournal is 
most definitely nor intended to become a well-screened mouthpiece of 
the management. Indeed, an international editorial board of people with 
a proven record of independent thinking will surely see that it does not." 

There have been hellos to the new Board members Albert Fischer, 
Avis Fisher, Elly Sanders, and David Hoole (see photos) and a big hello 
to ES Today, the weekly newsletter, and its editor, Natasha Gunn ES 
Today complements ES World by providing brief immediate news focusing 
on group projects, acquisitions, product launches, organisational 
changes, and external news Her weekly copy deadline is every Friday 
afternoon at 16.00 (Amsterdam time). The final hello of the year for us is 
to Kim Beckwith, who was appointed in December as an additional edi- 
tor to work on both ES World and ES Today 

You'll find a mixture of new faces and more familiar ones in the pho- 
, the next time you see one of us, say hello and tell us what you think ., ESW still easy and enjoyable to read and, we hope, "occasionally" 

and David Hoole 

At &S1 (I-r) John lbgler (dimctor. Corporate 
Communications) and Unda Stone (Human 
Resourns dirertor) 


